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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to re-examine the relationship between the reduction in capital gains tax rates as a results of the 1997 U.S. 
remunerator Relief Act and also the magnitude of initial public offering underpricing. Previous studies show that the jurisprudence changes 
in 1986, 1993 and 1997 affected initial public offering underpricing significantly. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many theories and empirical proof justify the development of initial public giving (IPO) underpricing by that specialize in the interaction 

among corporate money policies, capital market behavior, and functions of financial intermediaries [2]. One exogenous variable which will 

probably have an effect on the mercantilism underpricing is that the amendment in capital gains tax rates. However, there is limited analysis 

on the connection between the amendment in capital gains tax rates and mercantilism underpricing.  

The study by considering a bigger sample of 1,898 IPOs. additionally, in my empirical analysis, I even have included more variables (e.g., 

share overhang, partial value adjustment, possession retention, plunger certification, industry effect) that area unit widely examined in recent 

commerce studies. 

DATA AND MODEL SPECIFICATION 

The collection of ipo knowledge from the Securities knowledge Company (SDC) U.S. New issues information for the period from 1995 to 

1999. The elimination of American Receipts of deposits, closed-end funds, reverse leverage buyouts, property investment trusts, unit issues, 

spin-offs, savings and loans. It also eliminates corporations that have missing knowledge on working capital affiliation and initial returns 

furthermore as issues with offer costs less than $5. the final sample consists in 1,898 IPOs. 

The initial examination returns the specialize in the influence of the remunerator Relief Act of 1997. to regulate for influences previously 

found to be considerably associated with underpricing, I followed the previous literature in estimating the following model of initial returns: 

INITIALi = β0 + β1OVERHANG + β2UP + β3DOWN + β4SIZE + β5RISK + β6UNDERWRITER + β7%RETAINED + β8EPS + β9VC + 

β10TECH + β11NASDAQ + β12BIG6A + β13TAXDUM + εi 

 INITIALi =  initial return in percent from issue i, calculating  the difference between the first-day damage and 

therefore the    IPO asking price as a proportion of the initial offering offer price; 

 OVERHANG = pre-IPO shares preserved for all categories divided by shares filed (including primary and sec-

ondary shares); 

 UP  = percentage distinction between the original midrange file worth and therefore the amended midrange file 

worth for those companies that amend their file vary up, zero otherwise; 

 DOWN  = percentage distinction between the original midrange file worth and therefore the amended midrange 

file worth for those companies that amend their file range down, zero otherwise; 

 SIZE = natural log in original file amount; 

 RISK = reciprocal of original midrange file prices; 

 UNDERWRITER = equity IPO market share in  lead underwriter of each year;  

 %RETAINED =  voting common stock percentage retained by pre-IPO shareholders;  

 EPS  =  earnings per share in last audited year;  

 VC  =  dummy variable adequate to 1 if the firm is venture capitalists backed, zero otherwise; 

 TECH  = dummy variable adequate one if the firm is biotechnology and drugs, computer and related, physics and 

communication, medical equipment, and software, zero otherwise; 

 NASDAQ = dummy variable equal to 1 if the issue is listed on Nasdaq, 0 otherwise;  

 BIG6A  =  dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm is audited by a Big six accounting firm, 0 otherwise;  

 TAXDUM  = dummy variable equal to 1 if IPO date is issued on July 30, 1997 or later, 0 otherwise.  
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Variables just like those in the model are widely employed in various recent studies of commercialism underpricing like 

Guenther and Willenborg and Bradley and Jordan. companies that go public often sell only alittle portion of their out-

standing shares in the commercialism. The unsold shares are oftentimes observed because the “overhang.” Loughran and 

Ritter’s  prospect theory rationalization of commercialism rating suggests that companies with bigger overhang will have 

bigger underpricing. UP and DOWN variables management for the well-known partial adjustment phenomenon. Follow-

ing Bradley and Jordan, I included separate variables for upward associated downward changes because recent studies 

find proof of an asymmetric result (upward changes have a bigger effect). 

 

In addition, many studies embody a live of size. I used the first file amount, calculated exploitation the midpoint of the file 

vary, as a proxy of size because it\'s evident ex ante. The reciprocal of the asking price has been used as a proxy for the 

chance of the supply in several studies. I used the reciprocal of the first mid vary file worth as a live of risk because it's 

evident on the file date. 

 

Underwriter name (UNDERWRITER) is also examined in the model. Early empirical studies show that higher quality 

underwriters create greater certification worth, as is evidence by lower underpricing. However, recent evidence contra-

dicts earlier finding suggesting the higher quality underwriters are related to higher levels of underpricing and thus do not 

possess certification worth. Dolvin provides a potential explanation for this conflict, that is, that higher quality underwrit-

ers do certify initial public offerings, resulting in lower underpricing. However, effects related to increasing market shares 

tend to offset certification edges, significantly for problems underwritten by the biggest investment banks. 

 

Following Guenther and Willenborg, I included preserved to manage for the effects of entrepreneurial possession by in-

cluding the proportion of voting shares preserved by pre-IPO shareholders. EPS (Earnings Per Share) is also examined 

within the model. Ogden et al.  find that corporations with lower earnings per share will create a bigger worth concession 

to investors World Health Organization purchase at the giving, either as a present for bigger risk or maybe as a result of 

these corporations area unit subject to bigger price uncertainty related to info imbalance. additionally, the role of venture 

capitalists to initial public offering issuers is examined within the model. Megginson and Weiss [13] realize that capital-

ists perform a certification role whereas Loughran and Ritter [14] counsel that venture capital backing has no significant 

effect. to finish the model, high-technology and auditing variables are else. IPOs issued by corporations in high-

technology industries or listed on the NASDAQ are a lot of doubtless to be underpriced and IPOs issued by corporations 

audited by big six accounting corporations are less doubtless to be underpriced. Finally, as recommended by Robinson 

and Robinson, the event date of July thirty, 1997 is chosen as a result of bills involving the decrease within the capital 

gains taxes passed each houses of Congress and also the Joint Tax Committee of Congress on that date. 

 

CONCLUSION 
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The impact of the '97 payer Relief Act on 1,898 IPOs from '95 to '99. By dominant the variables that ar popularly exam-

ined in recent IPO studies, it is found that the reduction in capital gains tax rates increases the IPO underpricing. Moreo-

ver, the  ventured and non-venture capitalist will backen, technology, and non-high technology issues. per Robinson and 

Robinson, the IPOs that issued by Nasdaq-listed companies also have a considerably higher underpricing. 
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